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“So what do I have to do now to improve my strength?”
“I don’t know about that, but it’s hard to double the strength of someone who doesn’t have the
ability,”Blue Emperor said.
“By the way, Senior Blue Emperor, I had two partners before, they disappeared for no apparent reason,
do you know where they went?”
“They should have been sucked away by the gravitational force of the Evil God’s relic, there should be
no way for them to live.”
“What,” Omi was shocked.
“Omi, when you go back, don’t land on the ground and keep leaving in the sky, so you won’t be sucked
away by the Evil God’s Relic.”
“No, my two friends.”
“Honestly, I don’t know if there’s any chance of surviving, it all depends on fate, after all, the
probability of someone so weak entering the Evil God’s Relic to survive is extremely low.Alright, that’s
all I can say to you.”After saying that, the Blue Emperor walked away.
Omi was frustrated, did the Godni just die?
Nianxie came up.
Qin Zhong also went into the Evil God Relic again, leaving only Omi and Nianxie, as well as the Dragon
King in Nianxie’s house and others. Remember the URL ．kanshu8．net
No wonder Nian Shi wanted to talk to Omi about her father, it turned out that Omi already had a good
chance to take the place of the Immortal Emperor, but Omi himself didn’t even know it yet.
“Omi, Senior Blue Emperor told you, you only need to become a high ranked Immortal, and you’ve
already broken half of my father’s finale.”Nian Shi Dao.
“Alright, don’t talk to me about this now, I’m not interested, my two partners’ lives and deaths are
uncertain, how can I be in the mood to talk to you about this.”Omi said impatiently.
Nianxie didn’t say anything else, she had wanted to plead with Omi again to be merciful in the future.
Omi returned to that small house where Nian Tze was staying.
“Omi, how’s it going?”
“What did you two go whispering about?”The Dragon King and the others asked.

Omi said, “With our current strength, we won’t be able to enter the Evil God’s Relic, so you guys, along
with Nian Shi, will be cultivating at the entrance of this Evil God’s Relic, although you can’t enter, but
it’s at least somewhat comprehensible and safe.”
“What about you?”Gao Xiaolian was busy asking.
Omi said, “I’m going to look for Shenny and Dragon Bone.”
“Where are you going to look for them, I’ll go with you.”
“No need, I don’t want to add to the burden, I might even have a better chance if I go alone.”Omi said
firmly.
Princess Nianzhi said, “Omi, could it be that you want to enter the Evil God Relic?”
“No.”
“What about you?”
“Alright, I know how to protect myself, I’ll leave first.”Omi took his leave.
Omi flew off to the far side of the Evil God’s ruins.
Omi arrived at the place where Godni and the others had disappeared before.
Omi was walking on the ground.
“Hurry up and suck me away.”
“Why don’t you suck me away.”
Omi was at that place, wandering around for half a day, but he wasn’t sucked away, Omi was so
depressed, he was thinking that he would be sucked into the Evil God Relic to see if he could find
Godni and the others.
Although he didn’t know if they would die, but Omi would never give up on any of them.
“Damn it, why didn’t you suck me out.”Omi cursed in anger.
Just like that, Omi was in that place, walking and walking, half a month in a blink of an eye.
One day after half a month, suddenly, Omi felt an attraction coming from underground, Omi came to
Without shouting, he disappeared in an instant.
Instead, Omi was delighted inside.
Only, it was not clear if this act was a death wish.
Omi felt like he had lost his focus and didn’t know where he was, a feeling that was a bit like being in
the Three Nothing Spaces, but it wasn’t all that much like the Three Nothing Spaces.
It was more like, someone had created a space based on the rules of the Three Nothing Spaces.

In the next second, Omi suddenly opened his eyes and discovered that he was floating in a void.
In this floating void, not far away, one could see the divine Nun floating there as well, but the divine
Nun’s eyes were closed.
“This is a space created according to the rules of the Three Nothing Spaces, and go, already
understand the Three Nothing Spaces very well, so I can actually control myself in this place, haha, this
is truly a blessing in disguise.”Omi, because he understood the rules of the three no-space, was like a
person who fell into the water and knew how to swim.
Omi immediately flew up and hugged the divine nun, who seemed to be drowning and floating there
quietly.
“Jie, Jie, how are you.”Omi shouted.
However, the divine nee never woke up.
At that moment, Omi was not far away again, and saw the Dragon Bone War God, no, it wasn’t the
Dragon Bone War God, it was someone else.
Omi was busy rushing up, it was a man he didn’t know, by the way he was dressed, he should be a
human from a long, long time ago.
Omi inwardly said, “That’s right, this Evil God’s ruins existed much earlier than humans appeared, many
people must have been sucked into this place throughout the ages.”
Omi raised his eyes again and was almost shocked, because, in the distant void, there were thousands
of humans, both male and female, floating in the distance.
“Ah, so many?”Omi was truly shocked that so many people had been sucked into this place.
Omi found the Dragon Bone War God among the people floating in the void in the distance.
Omi pulled the Dragon Bone War God and then closed his eyes, and in the next second, Omi
disappeared and actually appeared on the ground.
Omi opened his eyes and saw that he was back on the ground and was delighted, “Haha, it really
works.”
Omi scrambled to put down the Divine Nun and the Dragon Bone War God.
“Jie.”
“Dragonbone.”
Just then, the Godni and the Dragonbone War God opened their eyes.
“Ah, where is this place?”The Dragonbone War God was busy asking.
“Omi, what’s wrong with me?”Shenny asked as well.
“Don’t worry guys, it’s okay now.”

The divine nun said, “I felt that I was sucked into something, that place, it’s so strange, I can’t feel
myself, it’s like I’ve turned into a wisp of air in the darkness, I’m very, very anxious, but, I just can’t
wake up in general.”
Omi said, “You were sucked out by the Evil God’s Relic, and the place that sucked you in happened to
be a place similar to the Three Nothing Spaces, and I, because of a previous experience and having
insight into the rules of the Three Nothing Spaces, I woke up, and then I saw you, and besides you,
there were thousands of other people.”
“Others were also.”
“Don’t worry, the others I’m talking about aren’t people we know, they’re people who have been
sucked in through the ages.”
“Oh, so they’re all dead then?”
“This.”Omi thought about it, it should not be dead.
“No, there’s no concept of time inherent in the three no-space.”
“Are you going to save the others then?”Shenny asked.

